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1. INTRODUCTION
The motion of a charged particle interacting with an os-
cillating electromagnetic field can be decomposed into a
high-frequency quiver motion and a slower, cycle-
averaged drift. Although the Lorentz force is responsible
for both components of the particle’s motion, the slower
motion is governed by the ponderomotive force. In the
appropriate limits of a slowly varying field envelope (spa-
tially and temporally), this force is proportional to the
gradient of the field intensity, always pushing the
charged particle away from regions of high field.1–3 Be-
cause most field distributions (a Gaussian laser focus, for
example) are centrally peaked, the consequence of this
force is a repulsion of particles from the peak field region.
By turning the direction of decreasing intensity inward,
one can confine charged particles with a high-frequency
electromagnetic field.4 Specific laser-based schemes
have been proposed to trap electrons in two dimen-
sions,5–7 and a three-dimensional electron trap was re-
cently reported.8 To our knowledge, this is the only trap-
ping beam geometry to have been generated with a high-
peak-power laser. It should be noted that this technique
also works as an atom trap. As long as the laser is blue
detuned to the atomic transition, the dipole force will
push atoms away from bright regions. Blue-detuned
dark traps, including a multibeam gravito-optic trap,9 a
scanning beam trap,10 a doughnut-mode trap,11 and
single-beam, gravito-optic traps,12,13 have been demon-
strated. The trap described in this paper is novel in that
it provides three-dimensional confinement that is due to
the dipole force alone, without the need for crossing or
scanning beams. This technique works with both con-
tinuous wave and pulsed lasers. Recently a similar
scheme was used to trap atoms in the dark region of a
single beam focus.14
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The outline of this paper is as follows: Methods of al-
tering a centrally peaked laser focus are discussed in Sec-
tion 2. The novel segmented wave-plate scheme that is
used to generate the trapping region is described in Sec-
tion 3, and focal region scans experimentally obtained are
presented in Section 4. The tunability of the trap and
specific tuning schemes are presented in Section 5, and
the effects of nonideal beams are discussed in Section 6.
Some methods to verify electron trapping experimentally
are described in Section 7, where the conclusion is pre-
sented. Recent observations of electron trapping with a
high-intensity laser pulse are presented elsewhere.15

2. ALTERING THE LASER FOCUS
The three-dimensional focal region generated by passage
of a spatially Gaussian, uniphase beam through a perfect
lens is well known and calculable within the paraxial
approximation.16 Altering the incident beam or the fo-
cusing lens, however, makes an analytic calculation of the
focus difficult. For this reason, a computer program has
been written to calculate focal regions generated from ar-
bitrary input conditions. The code is based on Huygen’s
principle, which states that one can consider every point
on a wave front to be a point source for a spherical wave.17

As a result, if the amplitude and the phase of a field are
known in a source plane, one may add all the contribu-
tions from the individual spherical waves to determine
the field at an observation plane. The code uses the
Fresnel and the scalar-wave approximations. One can
calculate the intensity profile in a three-dimensional re-
gion by scanning the observation plane along the laser
propagation direction. The flexibility of this approach
permits the use of any incident beam profile. A non-
Gaussian intensity distribution may be used, phase terms
2000 Optical Society of America
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may be added to an otherwise uniphase beam, or a perfect
lens may be tilted or given aberrations. The goal of this
manipulation is to produce a trapping beam: namely, a
focal region whose intensity gradients point outward in
one or more dimensions (i.e., a focal region with a local in-
tensity minimum).

The results of the numerical simulations (Figs. 1–5)
are shown in the following representation. An image of
the beam before focusing (near field) is shown in gray
scale, where the darkest shades represent the regions of
highest field (this standard is followed throughout the pa-
per). Two cross sections of the far-field focal region are
also shown. The first is the yz slice at x 5 0 (where x
and y are radial directions and z is the laser propagation
direction) centered about the best focus (x 5 y 5 z
5 0). The final image is at the focal plane (x y slice at
z 5 0). Figure 1 shows the numerical simulation of the
focusing of a uniphase Gaussian beam. Figure 1(a)
shows an image of the beam before focusing (near field),
where w is its 1/e2 (in intensity) radius. The x z slice is
shown in Fig. 1(b), where z0 is the Rayleigh range and w0
is the 1/e2 (in intensity) radius of the beam at best focus
(z 5 0). Figure 1(c) shows the focal spot at best focus.
Inasmuch as this focal volume has no local minimum, it
has no trapping regions whatsoever.

In practice, the easiest method of beam modification is
to block portions of the beam in the near field, which re-
sults in energy losses with only slight changes to the
shape of the focal region. The effect of blocking the cen-
ter of the beam with a centered disk (dblock 5 2w) is
shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows the near-field image
of the incident beam. The yz slice of the focal region is

Fig. 1. A focused Gaussian beam forms a well-behaved,
centrally peaked focal region. The first gray-scale image
(a) shows the near-field intensity distribution. The second im-
age (b) shows the intensity distribution as a function of z and x
( y 5 0); the center of the image corresponds to the best focus:
z 5 0, r 5 0). The third image (c) shows the focal plane image
at z 5 0. The radii (at the 1/e2 point in intensity) of the incident
beam (w) and the focal spot (w0) are shown, along with the Ray-
leigh range (z0). In these and all subsequent images, the dark-
est shades represent the regions of highest fields.

Fig. 2. Amplitude masking of the center of a Gaussian beam re-
sults in only small amplitude modulations in the focal region.
The images are presented as in Fig. 1: (a) the near field, (b) the
xz slice of the focal region, and (c) the focal plane image. The
scaling shown is for the unaltered beam (Fig. 1).
shown in Fig. 2(b), and the beam at the focal plane is
shown in Fig. 2(c). The effect of near-field blocking on
the focal region is minimal (except for the energy loss),
and the focal spot is centrally peaked. Because the am-
plitude mask is circularly symmetric about the center of
the beam, all rz slices are identical to the one shown.
The focus will be centrally peaked for all amplitude
masks with a uniphase beam.

Modifying the phase, rather than the amplitude, of the
beam in the near field can result in deep far-field ampli-
tude modulation with little loss in total energy,18 which
one can accomplish by placing phase masks in the path of
the beam. Of particular interest has been the effect of bi-
nary phase plates, which add either a zero- or a p-phase
shift to specific portions of the beam. If half of the inci-
dent Huygens wavelets are shifted by p and half are not,
there will be complete destructive interference where
they meet. For a focused laser beam, this destruction oc-
curs at the center of the focal region (r 5 0 and z 5 0),
which has been known for some time. Phase plates with

Fig. 3. Masking a Gaussian beam in the near field with a simple
binary phase plate results in a drastic change in the focal region.
(a) The two-level phase plate used to alter the focal region. (b)
The xz slice of the altered focal region (the yz slice is devoid of a
field). (c) The focal-plane image. The scaling shown is for the
unaltered beam (Fig. 1).

Fig. 4. A Gaussian beam focused after passing through a helical
phase plate forms a highly altered focal region. (a) The
smoothly varying helical phase plate. (b) The xz slice of the fo-
cal region. (c) The focal-plane image similar in shape to the
doughnut mode (TEM01* ). The scaling shown is for the unal-
tered beam (Fig. 1).

Fig. 5. A simple two-level phase plate alters the focal region pri-
marily near best focus, creating a doughnut-shaped focal spot.
(a) The two-level binary phase plate used to alter the focal re-
gion. (b) The xz slice of the focal region. (Because of the azi-
muthal symmetry of both the incident beam and the phase plate,
the focal region is also azimuthally symmetric.) (c) The focal-
plane image. The scaling shown is for the unaltered beam
(Fig. 1).
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complex geometries have been manufactured to create
small, on-axis null regions to aid in beam alignment.19,20

A simple, two-zoned binary phase plate is shown in Fig.
3(a). It shifts the left half of the incident field by p with
respect to the right half. The yz slice of the focal region is

Fig. 6. Expanded view of the focal region generated by passage
of a Gaussian beam (with 1/e2 in intensity radius equal to w)
through a p-phase plate [with the diameter of the p region (dp)
equal to 1.65 w] as in Fig. 6. (a) Surface plot of the xz slice of the
focal region. Because of the azimuthal symmetry, all rz slices
are identical. (b) Contour plot of the trapping region. The con-
tour lines represent the percent values of the peak intensity of
the unaltered beam (i.e., in the absence of the phase mask). (c)
Contour surface of the three-dimensional trapping region, corre-
sponding to the 8.2% contour line.
shown in Fig. 3(b) @z0 and w0 refer to the characteristics
of the unaltered beam (see Fig. 1)]. Because the phase
plate is not symmetric about the center of the beam, each
rz slice is different. In the yz slice (x 5 0), complete de-
structive interference occurs only along the laser axis. In
the xz slice ( y 5 0), because the symmetry of the phase
plate the beam destructively interferes completely
throughout the entire slice. This becomes clear when one
looks at the shape of the beam in the focal plane [Fig.
3(c)]. Such a focal region traps along only one dimension.
One can generate a beam similar to the TEM01* mode
(commonly referred to as the doughnut mode) by passing
a Gaussian TEM00 beam through a smoothly varying he-
lical phase plate [Fig. 4(a)]. Such phase plates have been
generated for millimeter21 as well as optical22,23 wave-
lengths. The resultant focal region [Fig. 4(b)] is symmet-
ric about the laser axis and therefore provides trapping
along all radial directions but not along the laser propa-
gation direction. The beam at the focal plane is shown in
Fig. 4(c).

A much simpler binary mask [Fig. 5(a)] is composed of
only two parts: a central disk of p phase and an outer,
unshifted annulus. It produces a similar focal region
near best focus to the doughnut beam but forms an inten-
sity end cap on each side of the focus along the z direction
[Fig. 5(b)]. This focal region is also symmetric for rota-
tion about the laser axis. The beam at the focal plane is
shown in Fig. 5(c). To satisfy the half-field-shifted crite-
rion to create a null, the diameter of the p region (dp)
must equal 1.65 w, where w is the 1/e2 (in intensity) ra-
dius of the incident Gaussian beam. Expanded views of
the trapping region are shown in Fig. 6(a) as a surface
plot and Fig. 6(b) as a contour plot. The axes are labeled
in normalized units (where I0 , w0 , and z0 are the unal-
tered beam’s peak intensity, beam waist, and Rayleigh
range, respectively). The exact null at the center of the
focus is surrounded on all sides by intensity walls that
range from ;8% to ;30% of I0 . The region of complete,
three-dimensional trapping has a volume of ;2w0

2z0 . A
three-dimensional contour surface of the trapping volume
is shown in Fig. 6(c).

3. SEGMENTED WAVE-PLATE SCHEME
In general, phase masks can be generated by photolitho-
graphic techniques; however, for the particularly simple
geometry (the central p region) that produces the trap-
ping region a novel segmented wave-plate approach has
been developed.8 A half-wave plate is typically used to
rotate the polarization direction of an incident, linearly
polarized beam of light. The birefringent nature of the
wave-plate material (e.g., mica) causes light polarized
along one of its optical axes to travel at a different speed
from light polarized along the other axis. The slower-
moving beam is polarized along the ordinary axis (o
wave), whereas the faster-moving beam is polarized along
the extraordinary axis (e wave). A p-phase shift between
the two polarizations results from a careful choice of
thickness for a given incident wavelength. If part of a
beam can be made to travel as an o wave while the rest
travels as an e wave, a p-phase shift between the two por-
tions will result. Cutting a circular section from the cen-
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ter of a half-wave plate and reinstalling it with a 90° ro-
tation can achieve the exact effect of the two-level p plate.
In Fig. 7, which shows this arrangement, the laser polar-
ization is vertical, coinciding with the e axis of the outer
annulus and the o axis of the inner disk. If half of the
incident field passes through the disk and the other half
passes through the annulus, the half-field-shifted crite-
rion to create a null is met. The scheme works equally
well for an incident beam with an arbitrary, but uniform,
polarization. In general, the electric field of the incident
beam (as a plane wave) can be described as

E~z, t ! 5 îE0x cos~kz 2 vt ! 1 ĵE0y cos~kz 2 vt 1 e!,

(1)
where î and ĵ are unit vectors perpendicular to the direc-
tion of laser propagation. When the y axis is lined up
with the o axis of the inner disk and the e axis of the outer
annulus, the resultant field is expressed as

Einner~z, t ! 5 îE0x cos~kz 2 vt 1 f!

1 ĵE0y cos~kz 2 vt 1 e 1 f 1 mp!

(2a)

5 îE0x cos~kz 2 vt 1 f!

2 ĵE0y cos~kz 2 vt 1 e 1 f!, (2b)

Eouter~z, t ! 5 îE0x cos~kz 2 vt 1 f 1 mp!

1 ĵE0y cos~kz 2 vt 1 e 1 f! (3a)

5 2îE0x cos~kz 2 vt 1 f!

1 ĵE0y cos~kz 2 vt 1 e 1 f!, (3b)

where m is an odd integer (m 5 1 for a zero-order half-
wave plate) and f and ( f 1 mp) are the optical path
lengths through the wave plate for light polarized along
the e and the o axes, respectively. So, for an arbitrary
polarization, Einner(z, t) 5 2Eouter(z, t). If half of the
incident field passes through each region, the field at the
center of the focus will be made up of equal parts of Einner
and Eouter and will therefore completely destructively in-
terfere. This is true for all values of m for a plane wave.
For a short pulse, the extra path between the e and o axes
must be small compared with the temporal length of the
pulse, mp ! vt, where t is the laser pulse width. The
total number of cycles in a pulse is Ncycles 5 vt/2p, so the

Fig. 7. Experimental setup for the segmented wave-plate tech-
nique for generating a trapped focal region. The annulus has an
80-mm outer diameter and a 41-mm inner diameter; the disk has
a 39-mm diameter.
condition on the order of the wave plate can be written as
m ! 2Ncycles . For a 2-ps, 1-mm pulse, 2Ncycles ; 1000,
so this condition is easily met with any commercially
available, multiorder half-wave plate.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To create a trapping focal region in the laboratory we ma-
chined a pair of wave-plate pieces for use with a Nd:glass,
tabletop terawatt (T3) laser system.24 A 4-cm disk was
cut from the center of an 8-cm mica half-wave plate by a
1-mm-thick cookie-cutter tool. Because of the large beam
size (;7 cm), the small ring of material lost in the ma-
chining process was unimportant. For smaller beams, a
separate disk and annulus could be machined from a
single, oversized piece of mica.

To image the focal region, we aligned the wave-plate
arrangement and a plano–convex focusing lens ( f 5 212
cm, f 5 15 cm) to the path of the T3 beam and placed a
CCD camera coupled to a 103 microscope objective at
the focus. The CCD camera array measured 4.8 mm
by 3.6 mm (512 3 492 pixels) and was captured by an im-
age card through a personal computer as a digital image
(256 3 242 pixels). The microscope objective was
mounted approximately 7 cm from the CCD array (mea-
sured from the shoulder of the objective to the array) to
give a magnification of ;53. By moving the camera–
objective combination along the laser propagation direc-
tion, we made scans of the focal region. To map out the
focal region in detail, we made a scan with a continuous-
wave beam (the upcollimated oscillator of the T3 laser).
Figure 8(a) shows the beam profile in the focal plane and
the 1/e2 (in intensity) radius of the unaltered beam. Fig-
ure 8(b) shows the slice in the xz plane, and Fig. 8(c)
shows the slice in the yz plane. The region of complete
trapping is shown in each plot and is bound by the solid
contour line of 10% of the unaltered beam’s peak inten-
sity. The intensity at the center of the trapping region
is less than 2% of the unaltered beam’s peak intens-
ity. Slices along other planes have similar profiles.
This explicitly demonstrates the generation of a large
(V ; w0

2z0/2) and fairly deep region of three-dimensional,
ponderomotive-optical trapping.

Fig. 8. Focal-plane image and contour plots of the trapping focal
region generated with a continuous-wave beam (the upcollimated
output of a Nd:YLF oscillator) and the segmented wave plate.
(a) The beam at best focus (z 5 0). The beam radius for the un-
altered beam (w0 exp) is shown. (b) Image of the xz slice of the
focal region (taken by scanning the camera through the focal re-
gion) with the corresponding contour plot. Dashed curves indi-
cate intensity values of 7.5%, 8.0%, 8.5%, 9.0%, and 9.5% of the
unaltered beam’s peak intensity. The solid curve corresponds to
10.0% of the unaltered beam’s peak intensity and surrounds the
region of complete, three-dimensional trapping. (c) The yz slice.
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A scan with moderate- and high-power pulsed beams
(;40 or ;500 mJ, ;2 ps, ;1 mm) was also made. Figure
9(a) shows the focal-plane image created at moderate
power without the wave-plate arrangement in place.

Fig. 9. Focal-plane images at z 5 0 taken with a single laser
pulse (E ; 40 mJ, t;2 ps, l;1 mm): (a) without the wave-plate
arrangement in place, (b) with the wave-plate setup in place and
set to 90°, (c) with the wave-plate setup in place and set to 0°, (d)
with the wave-plate setup at 90° and E ; 500 mJ.

Fig. 10. Lineouts of the trapping focal region taken with a
moderate-power, pulsed laser beam [as in Fig. 10(b)]. (a) Line-
out in the x direction (at best focus: z 5 0). (b) Lineout in the y
direction (z 5 0). (c) The intensity at r 5 0 as a function of z
(the discrete points represent the camera position through the z
scan). All axes are normalized to the experimentally deter-
mined values for the unaltered beam (spot size for the x and y
positions, Rayleigh range for the z positions, and unaltered beam
peak intensity for the intensity values).
Figure 9(b) shows the focal-plane image with the wave-
plate arrangement in place and set at 90° (i.e., the o axis
of the inner disk coincides with the e axis of the outer an-
nulus and vice versa). Figure 9(c) shows the focal-plane
image with the wave-plate arrangement set to 0°, and
Fig. 9(d) shows the focal-plane image with the wave-plate
arrangement in place and set to 90° and the laser firing at
high power. Figure 10 shows intensity lineouts of the
trapping volume [corresponding to Fig. 9(b)] along three
directions. The lineout at x 5 0 and z 5 0 (along the y
direction) is shown in Fig. 10(a), and the lineout at y
5 0 and z 5 0 (along the x direction) is shown in Fig.
10(b). Figure 10(c) shows the lineout at x 5 0 and y
5 0 (along the z direction). The discrete points in this
plot represent the single-shot intensity along the laser
axis (at r 5 0) at each camera position. The axes are la-
beled in terms of the experimentally obtained character-
istics of the unaltered beam, where w0 exp is the radius at
best focus, z0 exp is the Rayleigh range, and I0 exp is the
peak intensity. As expected, the minimum at the center
of the focal region is bounded in three dimensions by re-
gions of higher intensity. It is clear that the segmented
wave-plate scheme is compatible with a high-peak-power
laser system and that it produces trapping regions in
agreement with predictions.

5. TUNING THE TRAP
For some applications, a trapping beam with an exact
null at the center of the focal region is desirable; however,
to force the trapped particles to interact with a strong
field it is advantageous to create a region with a local, but
nonzero, minimum. For example, electrons interacting
with an intense oscillating electromagnetic field quiver
aharmonically because of the nonlinearity of the Lorentz
force. As a result, harmonics of the incident field are
emitted.2,25,26 The strength of this emission depends lin-
early on the interaction time of the electrons and nonlin-
early on the field strength. Harmonics of the incident
field were recently observed from a nontrapping focus.26

To enhance this effect, a trapping focus with a high field
at its center is ideal. In atom trapping, such a trap can
be made with an ordinary, centrally peaked beam that is
red detuned to the atomic transition. This is clearly a
bright trap, as the atoms are attracted to the intense
focus.27 A blue-detuned beam repels atoms and must
therefore have a local minimum in order to trap. This is
a dark trap,9–14 as the atoms spend most of their time in
the dark region between the trap walls. Because elec-
trons always seek low fields (regardless of the frequency
of the electromagnetic field), a focus must have a local
minimum to confine electrons. In this paper, a dark trap
will have the ordinary meaning (i.e., a null in intensity
surrounded by walls of nonzero intensity), whereas a
bright trap will be defined as a focal region with a nonzero
local minimum. This is the only bright trap possible for
dark-seeking electrons.

The two-level, circular p plate and the segmented
wave-plate arrangement are both tunable, resulting in fo-
cal regions with adjustable field strengths at their cen-
ters. The most obvious method for generating bright
traps is not to comply exactly with the half-field-shifted
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criterion described above. Altering the phase plate or
the incident beam size such that either more or less than
half of the incident field is shifted, will ensure that the de-
structive interference at the center of the focus will not be
complete. For an appropriate choice of the size of the p
region, a trapping focus (i.e., a focal region with a local
minimum) is generated that has a significant percentage
of the unaltered beam’s peak intensity (I0) at its center.
This incomplete destructive interference will occur at the
center of the focus for both undersized and oversized p re-
gions. An undersized p region, however, results in a fo-
cal spot with a local maximum rather than a nonzero local
minimum at its center. Figure 11 shows the focal-plane
image profiles for several values of the diameter of the p
region (dp). For some values of dp smaller than 1.65 w,
a trapping region is formed with a bright center, but the
minimum intensity within the trap is located away from
the center and is equal to zero. Electrons confined in
such a region will drift toward the zero-field regions. For
a range of values of dp larger than 1.65 w, a trapping re-
gion is formed with a bright minimum at its center.
Such a trap confines electrons in a high-field region.
This technique creates a bright trap for dark-seeking elec-
trons.

Figure 12 shows the trap brightness (Imin /I0) and the
trapping volume as functions of (oversized) dp . The
brightness is plotted as the percentage of the unaltered
beam’s peak intensity, and the volume is normalized to a
characteristic volume of the unaltered beam (w0

2 z0).
The solid curve corresponds to the minimum intensity
within the trapping region, and the dashed–dotted curve
corresponds to the minimum height of the trap wall. The
distance between these curves represents the trap depth.
The short-dashed curve corresponds to the volume of the
region of complete trapping. Increasing the size of dp

causes a dark trap to become increasingly bright at the
expense of trap depth and volume.

Although this method for generating bright traps is ef-
fective, it requires the manufacture of multiple phase
plates (or wave-plate pieces) or different beam sizes. To
bypass this problem one may place the phase plate or the
segmented wave plate (with dp 5 1.65 w) after the fo-
cusing lens. When the z location of the phase plate is
varied, the size of the inner disk with respect to the
beam’s local radius will change. Because the beam is full
sized near the lens, placing the phase plate at this posi-
tion will result in a dark trap (corresponding to the far-
left portion of Fig. 12). As the phase plate is placed far-
ther from the lens, the beam converges and the size of the
inner disk becomes effectively larger. As long as the
phase plate remains in the near field of the incident beam
(within the realm of geometric optics), the trap generated
will be identical to that created with a collimated beam
and a larger inner disk size but with the added spherical
aberration that comes from passing a converging beam
through a flat plate. The amount of aberration depends
on the focusing strength and the thickness of the phase-
plate substrate. (In Section 6 below we discuss the effects
of spherical aberration on the trapping beam.) For a
placement at 0.35 f from the lens (where f is the focal
length of the focusing lens), the effective size of the inner
disk will be equivalent to 2.55 w (the far right of Fig. 12).
By scanning the phase plate one can realize the entire
range of dark to bright traps.

The segmented wave-plate arrangement can also be
used to tune the trap. When the inner and outer pieces
are set to 90° with respect to each other and the diameter
of the inner disk (d inner) equals 1.65 w, the resultant focal
region is a dark trap (identical to the one shown in Fig. 6)
with a single polarization direction ( y). If the outer an-
nulus is rotated by uouter , the outer part of the beam will
have its polarization rotated by 2uouter . At the focus,
this polarization can be separated into terms along x and
y and is equal to sin(2uouter)x 1 cos(2uouter)y. Light po-

Fig. 11. The transverse lineouts of focal spots generated by
three different phase plates show how the brightness at the cen-
ter of the trap varies with the size of the inner p region. The
solid curve shows an ideal dark trap generated with the half-
field-shifted criterion (dp 5 1.65 w). The dotted curve shows a
dark trap with a bright center (dp 5 1.05 w). Here, electrons
will still be pushed into the region of the null field. The dashed
curve shows an ideal bright trap (dp 5 2.25 w). Here, trapped
electrons are forced to interact with the central region of high
field.

Fig. 12. Tuning the trap. The dashed–dotted curve represents
the height of the trap wall (given in terms of the unaltered
beam’s peak intensity), and the solid curve represents the mini-
mum intensity within the trap. The distance between these
lines is the trap depth. The short-dashed curve represents the
trap volume in terms of a characteristic volume for the unaltered
focus w0

2 z0). The arrows indicate the vertical axis for each
curve. One can best realize the transmission from a dark to a
bright trap by altering the size of the inner p region. As the
trap brightens, it becomes shallower and smaller. One can du-
plicate this effect by placing the phase plate or the wave-plate ar-
rangement at an appropriate distance behind the focusing lens.
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larized along x will not interfere with light from the inner
disk and will therefore add as an intensity. If 0° , uouter
, 45°, light polarized along y will be p shifted and will
interfere destructively with light from the inner portion of
the beam. If 45° , uouter , 90°, light polarized along y
will no longer be shifted and will add constructively. If
uouter 5 90°, then the original, unaltered wave plate will
be reconstructed. For some values of uouter , a bright trap
will be generated. Figure 13 shows the trap brightness
and volume as a function of uouter . Because the light ro-
tated into the x polarization does not interfere with the
y-polarized light, it adds as an intensity, and the central
part of the trap fills in while the wall height remains
nearly constant. This places a limit (approximately
equal to the wall height for u50) on the brightness of the
trap.

Removing the x-polarized light from the beam before
the focusing lens generates larger and slightly brighter
trapping regions. One can do this in practice by passing
the beam through a polarizer after the wave plate that
discards the light polarized along x. Figure 14 shows the

Fig. 13. One can generate a bright trap by rotating the outer
annulus of the wave-plate arrangement (d inner 5 1.65 w). Zero
degrees corresponds to the ideal annulus orientation, where the o
axis of the annulus lines up with the e axis of the disk and vice
versa (performing in the same way as a p-phase plate). Ninety
degrees corresponds to an ordinary half-wave plate. The curves
in this plot are drawn as in Fig. 13.

Fig. 14. Rotating the outer annulus (as in Fig. 14) and passing
the beam through a polarizer can make the trap slightly brighter
with the added benefit of only a single polarization in the beam.
The curves in this plot are drawn as in Fig. 13.
trap characteristics as a function of uouter for this arrange-
ment.

An effective solution for generating both bright and
dark traps with a single arrangement (placed in a single
position) is to use wave-plate pieces with an oversized
d inner and to pass the beam through a polarizer after the
wave-plate pieces. Because of the presence of the polar-
izer, any rotation of either the disk or the annulus effec-
tively attenuates that portion of the beam. Rotating the
disk reduces the excess field in the inner portion of the
beam to the proper half-field-shifted level for a dark trap.
Rotating the annulus makes the inner portion effectively
larger, and the trap center becomes even brighter. Fig-
ure 15 shows the trap characteristics as a function of the
angles of the wave-plate pieces for d inner 5 2.00 w. Al-
though this scheme does not create a wide range of dark
and bright traps as effectively as does varying dp , it pro-
vides an alternative to making multiple phase plates
when placing optics after the focusing lens proves difficult
(e.g., the focusing lens is held within a vacuum chamber
or in other tight quarters). It also eliminates the added
spherical aberration that results from passing a converg-
ing beam through a flat plate.

6. EFFECTS OF ABERRATIONS AND
NONIDEAL BEAMS ON TRAP FORMATION
The focal regions calculated up to this point have used a
perfect, uniphase Gaussian beam incident upon an ideal
lens. In this section the effects of nonideal focusing and
non-Gaussian beams on the characteristics of the trap are
described. To describe the beam after the lens, we com-
bine a Gaussian amplitude distribution with the phase
imparted by a perfect lens. An ordinary plano–convex
lens gives a spherical phase distribution:

F~r ! 5 k~ f 2 2 r2!1/2, (4)

where f is the focal length of the lens and r2 5 x2 1 y2 is
the square of the radial position along the lens. The code

Fig. 15. By using a wave-plate arrangement with an oversized
inner disk (d inner 5 2.00 w) and passing the beam through a po-
larizer, one can tune the trap by rotating the inner disk to create
a dark trap (corresponding to the negative angle values) or by ro-
tating the outer annulus to create a bright trap (corresponding to
the positive angle values). The curves in this plot are drawn as
in Fig. 13.
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adds the appropriate amount of phase to the beam but
does not account for any bending of the light through the
lens. This is a good approximation close to the axis of the
lens, so with the paraxial approximation ( f 2 @ r2) a bi-
nomial expansion gives

F~r ! 5 kf~1 2 r2/2f2 2 r4/8f 4 2 ... !. (5)

The first term adds a constant phase to the entire beam
and can be discarded, as can the higher-order terms be-
cause they are vanishingly small. The quadratic term
gives the description of a perfect lens:

Fp~r ! 5 2kr2/2 f. (6)

For a Gaussian incident beam, the calculated focal region
is identical to the well-known analytical solution of a
Gaussian laser focus. In practice, ideal lenses are not
purely parabolic.

In modeling the effect of spherical aberration, the
highest-order terms are included in the description of the
focusing lens. The phase distribution for a lens with
spherical aberrations is given as

Fs~r ! 5 Fp~r ! 1 A@F~r ! 2 Fp~r !#, (7)

where A reflects the amount of aberration added. The
lens is free of aberrations for A 5 0 and is equivalent to a
plano–convex lens (with the no-bending approximation)
for A 5 1. The dominant aberration term is proportional
to r4/f 3, so the amount of added phase for a given value of
A depends strongly on the incident beam size and the fo-
cal length of the lens. The number of waves of spherical
aberration (Nsa) at the 1/e2 (in intensity) radius (w) of the
incident beam is a good measure of the strength of the ab-
erration. Figure 16 shows the trap brightness (solid and
dotted–dashed curves) and volume (short-dashed curve)
as a function of Nsa . The thicker curves are normalized
to the peak intensity of the aberration-free beam, and the
thinner curves are normalized to the peak intensity of
the nontrapping beam with spherical aberration. For
Nsa , 1/2, the trap forms nicely and is larger, brighter,
and shallower than in the aberration-free case. For
larger values of Nsa , the trap volume falls off rapidly. In
practical terms, it is advisable to use an aspheric focusing
lens if an ordinary lens results in a large Nsa (Nsa
, 0.05 for a dark trap; Nsa , 0.5 for a bright trap). For
a purely spherical lens (e.g., plano–convex or biconvex),
the value of Nsa is approximately equal to w4/8f 3l (the
leading aberration term with radius r set to incident
beam waist w). The value of Nsa for the focusing lens
and beam size used for Figs. 8–10 (from Section 4) was
approximately 0.01.

Astigmatism is the presence of two different effective
focal lengths along two different axes. If the axes are or-
thogonal, the astigmatism is considered to be regular and
can be generated by tilting of the focusing lens. We did
this mathematically in the computer code to study the ef-
fect of astigmatism on the trapping volume. If the lens is
tilted about the x axis by an angle f lens , the effective focal
lengths along the x and the y directions (for small f lens)
are, respectively,28

fx 5 f, (8)

fy 5 f cos2 f lens . (9)
Despite this apparent separation into x and y compo-
nents, the focal region along the yz plane is not merely a
duplicate of the xz plane shifted by Df. The field at every
point within the focus is determined by integration along
both dimensions of the incident beam. If we assume a
simple focal shift in one dimension with respect to the
other, however, the trapping region in the xz plane must
overlap in the z direction with the trapping region in the
yz plane. Effectively, this means that the distance be-
tween trap centers must be smaller than the trap length.
The distance between trap centers is D f 5 fx 2 fy , and
the trap lengths are approximately equal to 1.5 z0 ; so, for
overlapping to occur, Df/z0 must be less than 1.5. The
amount of lens tilt that this corresponds to depends on
the incident beam size and the focal length of the lens.
For a given f lens , D f is proportional to f and z0 is propor-
tional to f 2/w2, so DF/z0 is proportional to w2/f. Figure
17 shows the trap brightness (thick and thin solid and
dashed–dotted curves) and volume (short-dashed curves)
as a function of Df/z0 . As the astigmatism worsens, the
trap shrinks and becomes brighter and shallower. A fo-
cal scan of the nontrapping beam is sensitive enough to
permit us to predict whether the astigmatism in a system
will be too severe to generate a trapping beam. A Gauss-
ian beam with an astigmatism corresponding to Df/z0
5 1.5 has an aspect ratio (equal to rx /ry , where rx and ry
are the 1/e2 radii in the x and the y directions, respec-
tively) of 1.8 at z 5 0 (where z 5 0 is a distance fx from
the lens).

As was shown in Section 2, beams with non-Gaussian
amplitude profiles generally produce centrally peaked fo-
cal regions; however, the effect on the trapping region de-
pends on the particular shape of the near field. An ex-
treme example of a non-Gaussian shape is a doughnut

Fig. 16. Effects of spherical aberrations on the trap brightness,
depth, and volume shown as a function of the number of waves of
spherical aberration (Nsa) at the 1/e2 (in intensity) radius (w) of
the incident beam. The thicker solid and dashed curves repre-
sent the minimum trap intensity and the height of the trap wall,
respectively, normalized to the peak intensity of the nontrap-
ping, nonaberrated beam. The thinner curves are normalized to
the peak intensity of the nontrapping, aberrated beam. The
short-dashed curve represents the trap volume normalized to the
characteristic volume (w0

2 z0) of the nontrapping, nonaberrated
beam. The short-dashed curve corresponds to the right vertical
axis (volume), and all other curves correspond to the left vertical
axis (intensity).
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beam created by blocking of the central portion of a
Gaussian beam. Figure 18(a) shows the near field of the
incident beam. The block has an outer diameter of 2 w,
and dp is set to 2.6 w. After the incident beam has
passed through an appropriately sized phase plate, the
shape of its shifted and unshifted regions are quite simi-
lar (both are doughnuts), so the focal regions generated by
the sections are similar. As a result, the destructive in-
terference at the center of the focus is strong. Figure
18(b) shows a surface plot of an rz slice of the focus. The
regions near z 5 0 are dim even away from r 5 0, so the
trap is shallow in the radial direction. The enclosed
trapping volume has an outer intensity value of only 3.0%
of the nontrapping beam’s peak intensity (generated with
the doughnut-shaped incident beam), with a null at the
center. We can make another nonideal beam profile by
blocking an annular section of a Gaussian beam. Figure
18(c) shows the near field of the incident beam. The
block has an inner diameter of 1.0 w and an outer diam-
eter of 2.5 w. This choice results in a perfect null at the
center of the focus when the inner portion of the beam is
shifted with respect to the outer section. In this case the
two sections are quite dissimilar, and therefore their focal
regions are alike only near the center of the focus. Fields
away from this point do not interfere destructively and
consequently form higher trap walls. Figure 18(d) shows
a surface plot of an rz slice of the focal region. The en-

Fig. 17. Effects of astigmatism on the trap brightness, depth,
and volume shown as a function of the astigmatic focal-length
difference (D f ) divided by the Rayleigh range of the nonaber-
rated beam (z0). The curves in the plot are drawn as in Fig. 17.
closed trapping volume has an outer intensity value of
18.4% of the nontrapping beam’s peak intensity (gener-
ated with the annulus-blocked incident beam), with a null
at the center. In both cases the intensity values are nor-
malized to the peak intensity of the blocked beams fo-
cused without the phase plate. In the second case, if the
values are instead normalized to the peak intensity of the
ordinary, unblocked beam, then the outer intensity value
will drop to 3.3%. Clearly there is no advantage in block-
ing a properly shaped Gaussian beam when one is gener-
ating a trapping focus.

7. CONCLUSION
A trapping focal volume with an intensity minimum at
the center has been created by use of a segmented wave
plate. We have extended this study numerically to ex-
amine different trapping configurations and the effect of
aberrations. It is possible to trap energetic electrons
with a high-peak-power laser beam by use of this
method.15 A novel scheme to create a trapping focal re-
gion has been presented, along with focal images of the
trapping beam generated with a T3 laser. Methods of
tuning the center trap intensity have been discussed, and
the destructive effects of nonideal incident beams have
been analyzed and shown to be controllable. The effect of
laser aberrations is small enough that the trap will be
created even with imperfect beams. The enhanced inter-
action of the electrons with the laser beam will result in
several detectable signatures of trapping. The trapped
electrons themselves will leave the laser focus after a
much longer and more complicated interaction with the
field and will exhibit highly unusual trajectories. Elec-
trons ejected from a Gaussian laser focus are ejected pri-
marily perpendicularly to the laser axis.29 Trapped elec-
trons will be ejected across a wide spread of angles—from
far forward to far backward. In addition, the high-
density confinement of electrons in the trapping region
will increase the likelihood of their recombination with
ions, thereby increasing the emission of recombination
light from the center of the focus. Inasmuch as there is
an increased interaction of electrons with the field even
for a dark trap, the electrons will scatter the incident ra-
diation for a longer period of time and will therefore en-
hance Thomson scattering.15 Finally, the strong
electron–laser interaction within a bright, high-intensity
Fig. 18. Dark trapping focal regions generated by non-Gaussian beams: (a) a centrally blocked Gaussian in the near field and (b) a
surface plot of the trapping region; (c) a Gaussian near field with an annular block and (d) a surface plot of the trapping region.
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trap will increase the emission of harmonic radiation
from oscillating free electrons, thereby enhancing the re-
cently observed nonlinear Thomson scattering of light
from relativistic electrons.26
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